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INTRODUCTION 

 

Thank you for choosing SoulTranSync (STS), and taking the first important step towards 

transforming your life. 

If you’re like us, you want 

 To be more connected in your relationships, more confident about where the 
world is right now, and most of all, have a steady sense of who you are and where 
you are headed  

 To have the confidence to follow your heart and to pursue your passions  

 To know that you’re living well, realizing your highest potential, and feeling both 
comfortable and happy being your true self 

That’s why we developed SoulTranSync --- powerful self-

development and discovery guided meditations and practices. 

Combining the healing power of Ho’oponopono, advanced 

brainwave technology and proven meditation approaches, 

SoulTranSync offers special deep meditation downloads and 

practices designed to empower, refresh, relax and inspire you. 

Using this FREE STS 7 Minutes for 7 Days Course (guided 

meditation and workbook) will start you on your path to discovering who you are and 

attracting what you really want in your life.  

 SoulTranSync Meditation Audio Download allows you to experience the benefits 
of deep meditation quickly  

 SoulTranSync Workbook helps you understand the fundamentals, and use 
effective in-depth practices for clearing your resistance and attracting your desires 

With SoulTranSync, it doesn’t require hours, weeks, or months of practice to start realizing 

some of the benefits of meditation that you’ve heard about. Just give us 7 Minutes for 7 

Days, and you’ll start to experience the rewards.  

If you enjoy these benefits for a few days, just imagine what it’ll feel like to experience 

them for a lifetime. We invite you to come to soultransync.com to explore all that 

SoulTranSync offers…and to realize your highest potential. 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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Too Busy to Meditate? 

We understand that you want to start a meditation practice, but … 

 You have to be at the office early 

 Your kids need to get to day-care 

 You need to make breakfast—and dinner 

 You are always running late 

 You like to work out in the morning 

 

People often say the hardest part about meditating is finding the time to meditate. 

This makes sense. After all, who these days has time to do nothing? We can all relate to 

not having enough time in our daily lives. We live in a culture where we are constantly “too 

busy” and “running out of time.” 

 

7 Minutes a Day Meditation for Lasting Change 

SoulTranSync (STS) 7 Minutes a Day Meditation technique is the answer to this 

problem. It slows down your mind and heart rate, 

relieves those feelings of urgency and stress, and 

increases your capacity to resist distractions. In this 

hectic digital age you likely face thousands of 

distractions every day, limiting your ability to 

concentrate on top priorities. Meditation helps to 

combat this, and makes you more focused. You may 

even find that you will actually have more time when you meditate because you’re more 

productive. 

 

Commitment 

Practice makes perfect—or so the saying goes. There really is no such thing as 

perfection, but there is some truth to the proverb. When we practice, we grow more 

proficient. It seems strange to think that we might need to practice taking care of our 

spiritual selves, but we do. And this is the idea behind a daily spiritual or mindful practice. 

 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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Make a commitment to yourself, a contract to support yourself. A regular spiritual 

practice gives you that time to heal, to gain clarity and understanding of your life, your 

purpose and the challenges you experience along the way. It can help you to maintain 

your power and focus. It can help you fulfill your dreams and intentions.  

 

Committing to a daily spiritual practice does not require hours of your time. It should not 

feel like drudgery or a burden. It requires only your commitment, and desire for something 

better for you and your life.  

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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PART 1: THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF SOULTRANSYNC 

SoulTranSync combines contemporary mindful sound science with the 
ancient art of meditation. 

 

SoulTranSync (STS) utilizes Ho’oponopono — an ancient Hawaiian self-transformation 

meditation technique — combined with modern brainwave technology, a proven scientific 

practice using brainwave frequencies to promote positive human behaviors. The way STS 

differs from other forms of meditation lies in its energizing amalgamation of ancient 

meditation techniques and contemporary brain training exercises achieved using inspiring 

music and enjoyable practices. 

 

Meditation combined with brainwave training technologies can have several benefits: 

 Boost IQ 

 Enhance creativity 

 Accelerate learning 

 Increase memory 

 Increase sexual pleasure 

 Eliminate substance abuse problems 

 Overcome depression and anxiety 

 Alleviate pain 

 Boost immune function 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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When incorporated into your daily life, STS accelerates emotional and physical 

transformation as well as mental performance. Practiced regularly, it also triggers your 

inner self-awareness, leading to a lifetime of inspiration. You become the sole commander 

of your thoughts, your actions and the path upon which your life flows. 

SoulTranSync Embraces Ho'oponopono 

SoulTranSync (STS) employs the ancient Hawaiian 

Ho’oponopono meditation practice to quickly clear your 

mind and prepare you for powerful realizations. The power 

of Ho'oponopono flows from its meaning, “to set things right,” or 

to correct things. At heart, we all want to be good people, and 

we yearn to correct and improve the broken things in our lives. 

The process of Ho'oponopono offers a relatively simple 

meditation technique effective at correcting these deficiencies 

and clearing the way for better living. 

 

Ho’oponopono consists of four steps that employ the simple mantra:  

 I Love You 

 I’m Sorry 

 Please Forgive Me 

 Thank You 

 

Offering unconditional love, a love that has no requirements or judgments, “I love you” 

affirms your connectedness with the world. It proclaims that you are one with the divine, 

one with the source. This proclamation aligns your mind with healing and wholeness. 

 

“I’m sorry” allows you to make amends to your consciousness. It states that your higher, 

more aware self knows that you are out of alignment with the divine idea of yourself, and 

that this misalignment needs to be acknowledged as false and repaired immediately. 

 

 

“Please forgive me” aids you in shifting any limited beliefs or misalignment in your 

thinking. It allows you to clear the slate of your consciousness and create the SPACE for 

an empowered truth and new awareness. To forgive yourself for feeling, then believing, a 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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thought or memory that brings on pain, inner turmoil or suffering is a generous act of 

kindness to yourself. 

 

“Thank you” says it all. It is the remembering and awareness of who you are--that you are 

both the memories to be released, and the universal connectedness to everything. This 

appreciation releases you back to the source, back to the knowingness that the universe 

is all encompassing. It acknowledges that you are everything and everything is you, 

whole, complete and universal. 

 

This process helps guide you to a more expanded and empowered truth: you are the 

creator, the source, and the light. The almighty power of the universe is embedded in you 

and in every one of us, and as we become aware of this truth and align our thinking we 

heal, grow, and change. 

 

 

 

Enhance Your Mind’s Performance - Tap into Your Infinite Potential with 
SoulTranSync Brainwave Technology 

Peak meditation experiences are a state of mind that may be easier to achieve than you 

think.  

Neuroscientists or brain scientists have measured the electrical patterns of brain cells, 

which move collectively to create brain waves. These brainwaves come in five distinct 

types: Beta, Alpha, Theta, Delta and recently discovered Gama.   

By using various tools to observe the minds of people like 

artists, geniuses, people who practice deep meditation and 

many others, these scientists have identified brainwave 

patterns or networks that seem to consistently occur when 

people have what we refer to as enlightened or peak 

performance experiences. What many researchers have 

noticed is these oscillating or vibrating neural networks 

(groups of neurons) appear to synchronize and work 

together like a perfectly choreographed dance. 

What if we could assist in training ourselves to be in the proper brainwave states 

for peak meditation experiences or to perform the task at hand in the most 

beneficial way? The Monroe Institute, founded in 1974 by Robert Monroe, pioneered the 
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use of non-invasive audio to alter brain states using sound, a process which is known as 

hemispheric synchronization. This non-profit organization continues to study and teach 

ways of expanding human consciousness through audio technology. You can learn more 

about this at www.monroeinstitute.org.  

Using proven sound technology of binaural beats may 

shift our brainwave patterns to produce positive effects 

and states.  At SoulTranSync (STS), our 

experienced engineers integrate carefully designed 

brainwave technology into our products to facilitate 

your achieving positive meditation experiences. 

SoulTranSync Benefits 

Incorporating SoulTranSync (STS) practices into your daily lifestyle can open your mind 

and soul to the following benefits:  

 Opportunity for significant personal self-discovery and growth 

 Effective means to solve the big issues in your life, release your resistance and 
fears, and cultivate meaningful experiences 

 Increased relaxation and stress reduction 

 Greater focus and awareness 

 Increased resilience 

 Personal empowerment  

 Realization of your higher purpose through the power of self-responsibility 

 New existence that leaves you open for synchronicity, increased productivity and 
abundant flow 

  

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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PART 2: THE PRACTICE 

 

How to Practice SoulTranSync 

Spiritual or mindful practices are like metaphysical power tools. They raise your 

awareness of the universal power within and around you. 

 

Using the SoulTranSync (STS) practice, you can shift mental blocks, reduce stress, 

and eliminate self-defeating attitudes or sabotaging behaviors that keep you from 

being in alignment with your purpose. With this awareness comes freedom from 

punishment, projections and judgments of yourself and others because you begin to 

understand your authentic self. You become compassionate to yourself and others. You 

embrace your role and your humanity. You are ready to forgive and to experience 

happiness, unconditional love and peace for yourself, your family, your friends, and your 

world. 

 

Back to Zero with Ho’oponopono 

The sequential order of repeating the mantra—I Love You, I’m Sorry, Please Forgive Me, 

Thank You—will be meaningful to your self-cleaning in different ways at various times. 

Sometimes you might repeat the mantra to yourself while listening to the audio meditation, 

but at other times, you may choose just to listen. Don’t feel attached to the sequences 

repeated in the audio. Rely on your instinct to form its own awareness about what part of 

the mantra resonates in the truest and most meaningful way to you at that moment. Relax 

and be aware of your own intuitive response to cleaning and clearing your programmed 

thinking and mind activity. Be aware of how the mantra is perfect for restoring you back to 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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general well-being or as Dr. Hew Lin—modern expert in Ho’oponopono-- says back to 

ZERO - that place of no mind and total acceptance of what is. 

 

There will be moments when “I Love You” will resonate as most 

appropriate to your soul cleaning. These are often moments when you 

are feeling your connectedness with the source energy that is you. 

Repeating this statement into your consciousness will feel natural and 

loving. 

 

The statements “Please Forgive Me” and “I’m Sorry” may feel strange to you at first. Your 

mind isn’t sure what you are making amends for so there may be some resistance to 

these statements. Allow that resistance to be present, but also start to remember that in 

this practice you are not creating stories in your mind to either overcome or resolve, but 

are releasing these stories and memories with no attachment or assessment from the ego. 

In simple terms, you are loving the process of taking ownership over the mind’s activity, 

then releasing the information or data that is present back to its origin. 

 

When your meditation resonates with “Thank You”, connect 

that statement with your awareness that you are both the 

memories you release and the universal connectedness to 

everything. Start to feel appreciation for everything. That too 

may feel awkward at first, but remember that STS allows you 

to reprogram within you a new way of responding to your life 

that promotes the feeling of universal connectedness. As you 

use the STS meditations, you may begin to realize that you are indeed “thankful,” and 

learn to connect with this statement of appreciation in the following ways: 

 “Thank you for all of my life experiences, those that are beautiful and loving and 
those that challenge me.” 

 “Thank you for my awareness that everything that has shown up in my life 
experience is here to either reveal my empowered loving self or limited and 
resistant self, but that it is all just a demonstration of my divine power of 
consciousness.” 

 

This approach to the mantra gives you greater appreciation of your life. It restores you 

back to your source and to the knowingness that the universe is impersonal and all 

encompassing. With the mantra, you acknowledge that you are everything and everything 

is you, whole, complete and universal.  

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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PART 3:  DAILY AFFIRMATIONS & SPIRITUAL MINDFUL 
EXERCISES 

 
 

Throughout history, affirming love, forgiveness and appreciation have always been 

understood as core beliefs by the major religions and sages for healing souls and 

transcending suffering. SoulTranSync (STS) has expanded the interpretation of these 

principles to encompass the cleansing of resistance or the release of old useless 

programming or thoughts, and the acceptance of new empowering ideas that allow you to 

flow effortlessly into an inspired life. 

 

STS brings you a practice that immediately starts to align both individual and the 

world consciousness with a simple, fast, effective way to live life in peace, 

alignment and inspiration. It prepares us for a new meaningful existence that is open for 

synchronicity, increased productivity and flow. It enables us to discover our individual life 

purpose with the whole world supporting our new purposeful transcendence with ease and 

love. 

 

STS meditation techniques and spiritual or mindful exercises aim to purify 

emotions into refined divine feelings. These feelings may include cultivating 

Compassion, practicing Gratitude, developing Patience and Faith, practicing Surrender 

and Acceptance, and experiencing Unconditional Love, and Joy. 

Along with selfless service, these practices also help you create a life of fulfillment, 

satisfaction, and great joy! 

 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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Getting Started 

Just put on your headset and listen to the FREE SoulTranSync 7-Minute guided 

meditation Mp3 each morning for 7 days. Although you can use this meditation 

anytime, you are likely to be more receptive first thing in 

the morning before you begin your day. Find your own 

rhythm and pace by listening quietly or repeating the 

affirmation to yourself. Become aware of your body and 

breathe as you clear cluttered thoughts. Get in touch 

with the movement of energies and information through 

your body and mind. Allow deeper release and 

transformative inspiration as you create space within 

yourself.  

 

If you desire a more in-depth experience, take a few more minutes to perform the 

daily exercises. These can be done in the morning or anytime in your day. The spiritual 

exercises help refine your vibrational frequency, balance and harmonize all levels of your 

being, and quickly uplift you. Once you complete the exercises, write down your feelings 

and impressions in the journal space provided. 

 

Doing these practices will change your life for the better, and faster than you might think 

possible! 

 

  

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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Day 1: SoulTranSync on Self Awareness 

Awareness – Who Am I? 

By definition, awareness appears simple. So why do we seemingly create so much 

opposition to the things that we say we want - peace, love, happiness, and prosperity? We 

may do so because of our belief in separation, which conflicts with our true nature. Ego 

then plays this separation out as fear, isolation, or even punishment. 

 

Awareness – Choice and the Power to Choose 

SoulTranSync (STS) teaches that while we have no power to change the past or anyone 

else, we do have freedom of choice and the ability to change now. How is that possible? 

 

The answer lies in our assuming complete responsibility and making a commitment for 

doing whatever it takes to restore ourselves to our divinity and place of wholeness. We 

recognize that there are endless possibilities to move beyond the finite constructs of the 

mind and body experience at the level of our soul. Some of the constructs we may move 

beyond include: 

 

Victimization – projecting that someone or something out there has done something to us. 

 

Repression – engaging in acts that block our conscious mind and keep us unconscious to 

memories that feel too painful or overwhelming to remember. These memories can 

influence our behaviors. For example, a person who has repressed memories of abuse 

suffered as a child may form mental blocks that make it difficult to form relationships. 

 

Suppression – consciously avoiding painful or shameful memories. This can morph into 

challenges such as substance cravings, intrusive memories and depression. 

 

Projecting – projecting pain, guilt, shame, self-sabotage, or self-hatred onto others 

because doing so may provide us temporary relief from our internal chaos. This creates 

challenges in with family, friends and work relationships leading to a false sense of relief. 

 

The above are just a few examples of ego-related resistance that can be released once 

we accept responsibility and begin using the SoulTranSync healing tools that help us 

remember who we are is unlimited potential. 

 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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Awareness is one of the greatest gifts of our spiritual incarnation. It enables us to have the 

freedom to consciously choose moment-to-moment who we will and who we will not be. 

 

 

 

 

Awareness Exercise: 

Self-awareness is a feeling. It is a feeling of wholeness, happiness and being at 

ease.  This peaceful feeling opens your heart and you surrender to knowing oneness—a 

unity with all things. Oneness is experienced as being without judgment; as being open, 

connected and compassionate with yourself, and the world.  This feeling drops your veil of 

separation and isolation from others.  Your perspectives soften. Your judgments start to 

feel un-loving and unnecessary.      

This state of being is ignited and nurtured by the cultivation of a NEW approach of relating 

to yourself--your True Self, not the human self, but the Self that is without limits, all-

knowing and immersed in LOVE. 

The following SoulTranSync awareness practice is a powerful tool that will begin to shift 

you into a calm, peaceful, quiet state. This aware state is filled with limitless potential or 

Space. Once you have experienced this state, you’ll be able to create Space whenever 

you need to. 

There are a number of meditation approaches for quieting your thinking mind and creating 

Space. One of the easiest, fastest and most effective methods for slowing your thinking 

and directing your mind is the Shower Meditation.  

STEPS  

1. Stand in the shower with your back to the shower-head. Allow the warm water 
to run down your neck and shoulders.  Within 60 seconds your thinking mind 
starts to dramatically slow down and you become aware of a feeling of 
openness.  

2. Direct your imagination into your heart area. Feel it opening. 

3. Position both your hands over your heart and feel its warmth. 

4. Take a long slow inhale and hold it for a moment. 

5. Then take a long releasing exhale. 

Affirmation 
I participate fully in the beauty, joy, sweetness, and promise of life! 
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6. When you are ready, add the mantra “I Love You” on the inhale, and “Thank 
You” on the exhale.   

7. Allow yourself to feel the expansiveness of that present moment. 

 

Once you have learned what this feeling state is like, you can recall it at any moment. 

Remembering this feeling will shift you out of your problematic mind into a more spacious 

perspective--the path of greater awareness. 
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Day 2: SoulTranSync on Forgiveness 

Traditionally, forgiveness calls upon the finest of human qualities and characteristics 

such as mercy, tolerance, humility, kindness and most of all, the exercise of 

compassion. These character qualities are firmly recognized and honored in the world of 

humanity. But the world of humanity is also a world of judgment. Humanity is always 

polarizing and judging everything as right or wrong, good or bad, enough or not enough. 

 

Under human judgment, forgiveness often assumes an 

altered form. Forgiveness then becomes a lower 

vibration that assesses human imperfection and one’s 

worthiness for forgiving. This type of forgiveness always 

begins with the assumption that something wrong 

happened and hurt someone else. Because one person 

has wronged another, there now has to be a victim and a 

victimizer. Victim consciousness is always asserting that 

someone else has done something bad to you. As a result, they are responsible for your 

pain, loss or hurt, and have robbed you of your peace and happiness. 

 

SoulTranSync (STS) teaches that forgiveness also needs to have an expanded 

perspective, one that will not condemn. One that lets go of the victim consciousness 

and takes the view that there is no right or wrong, good or bad-- only beliefs and limited 

perspectives that define it as so. 

 

According to Colin Tipping, author of Radical Forgiveness, this broader interpretation of 

forgiveness is rooted in the “World of Divine Truth.” Tipping affirms that true forgiveness 

begins with the belief that nothing wrong has happened and there are no victims in any 

situation. He states that only through unconditional forgiveness can we be free to let go 

and release our human suffering. 

 

Our human state recognizes the world of objective reality--responding only to what is 

outside and its representations to our egos. Our egos are resistant to forgiving anybody or 

anything. This resistance arises because we respond to the reflections of our thoughts, 

senses, and experiences. These reflections include our programmed memories, pain, 

fear, limitation, duality and death.  

 

As human beings this view is not wrong, but it is limited. When we are aware that although 

we are physical beings, we are also capable of experiencing our spiritual nature, we 

become capable of great forgiveness and transcendence of the human world’s separation 

and suffering. 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/
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When we forgive, we exercise compassion for ourselves and others 

simultaneously. We forgive ourselves for judging the other person and his actions. We 

realize that we are actually capable of the same actions of any accused person, and that 

“there, but for the grace of God, go I.” Only then are we able to access our inspired 

humanity. This inspired humanity always calls forth our kindness, compassion and mercy. 

We let ourselves and others off the hook. 

 

True forgiveness also requires the awareness that all life is just an illusion anyway. What 

happens to us is just a story that we are telling ourselves; a story that we have created in 

our egocentric minds to perpetuate the belief of separation. The problem always appears 

“out there” with someone else. But the only way out of this delusion is surrendering to the 

perfection of the situation. 

 

SoulTranSync teaches that true forgiveness lovingly sees the imperfection innate in 

all humans, but also sees the perfection in our imperfection. We respond from our 

higher vibration with compassion to ourselves and others. 

 

 

 

 

 

Forgiveness Exercise 

Self-forgiveness is the most transformative SoulTranSync practice. The practice teaches 

you the power of letting go of ALL your un-supporting, un-loving and un-true judgments 

about yourself.  

Most of us have a bad habit of relating to ourselves in unkind, critical, harsh and 

condemning ways. We believe we are either wrong in some way or not enough.  These 

beliefs always lead to selling ourselves short in some way. These malignant beliefs have 

to be revealed and released out of both our conscious and subconscious minds.  

SoulTranSync meditations are an ideal tool for scrubbing your subconscious mind 

programming, but you also need to be vigilant on becoming aware of your conscious 

beliefs also.  

Affirmation 
All choices lead to my personal growth and spiritual evolution. All choices 

are right choices. 
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Feelings are the best signal for self-forgiveness opportunities. Begin to pay attention to 

when you feel un-supported, put-upon, guilty, shamed or vulnerable in any way. These 

feeling are uncomfortable, and your mind has a tendency to judge you for even judge 

feeling them. 

To stop this cycle of self-condemnation the mantra “Please Forgive Me” puts a halt to 

habitual programmed belief patterns. Forgiving judgment on yourself opens up 

spacious awareness and the opportunity for SOUL healing.   

STEPS 

1. Write down three of your greatest challenges. Don’t think too much, they are 
always easily revealed in the stories of your emotional resistance.  

2. For each of the challenges write down two or three beliefs you have about yourself. 
For example, your challenge might be “I’m about to lose my job.” But your beliefs 
about you might be “I can’t take care of myself” or “I’m too sick to hold a job.” These 
are the beliefs that need to be forgiven and released.  Holding on to them can infect 
your entire mind with more un-supporting, unloving and untrue judgments.  

3. When your mind starts to dwell of these beliefs - and it will - immediately recite the 
mantra “Please forgive me.” 

4. Once the feeling of spaciousness grows in your awareness, acknowledge it with 
“Thank you.” This silent expression of gratitude will help to grow the spaciousness 
of your awareness.    

5. The mantra “Please forgive me” is better understood when expanded with any of 
the following statements:  

 

Please forgive me …  

a. For comparing myself to an ideal that doesn’t exist. 

b. For not being tender and kind with myself. 

c. For compromising my integrity. 

d. For believing that perfection exists outside of me. 

e. For my lack of compassion for myself. 

f. For not standing up for myself. 

g. For wanting something different than what is. 

h. For judging myself and making myself wrong. 

i. For thoughts that create my suffering. 

j. For believing my stories of limitation and lack. 
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Day 3: SoulTranSync on Acceptance 

Perhaps just as important as forgiveness to the successful practice of 

SoulTranSync is acceptance. In the classic book The Power of Now, Eckhart 

Tolle states, “The greatest part of human pain is unnecessary. It is self-created as long as 

the unobserved mind runs your life.” He goes on to say that the pain you create in your life 

is always some form of non-acceptance or resistance to what is.  

 

Your mind is constantly thinking, judging or assessing 

your life in some emotionally negative form. This 

negativity manifests as resistant and fragmented mind 

activities. The level to which the mind identifies with this 

negativity is what determines the amount of pain and 

unease you endure. The Power of Now concludes that the 

degree of suffering in which you languish depends on the 

degree of your resistance to the present moment. In order 

to escape painful feelings or strong emotions, your mind continues the process of 

rejecting, ignoring or denying the circumstances of the present moment. This avoidance 

always leads to some form of suffering, but the more you honor and accept the 

“now moment,” the more you free yourself from pain, torment and the egocentric 

mind. 

 

Tolle’s The Power of Now goes on to state that in order to remove your pain and the pain 

of others, you should not create any more time dependencies, “Or at least no more than is 

necessary to deal with the practical aspects of your life.” To stop creating time, you must 

make the present moment the primary focus of your life, and only pay brief visits to past 

and future events when required. 

 

“What could be more insane than to oppose life itself, which is now and always now? 

Surrender to what is. Say yes to life and see how life suddenly starts working for you 

rather than against you.” 

~Eckhart Tolle~ 

 

Accepting and then surrendering to your life in the present moment requires you to 

refrain from finding fault, being judgmental or looking for insufficiencies in your 

current life situation. This futile, egocentric mind resistance always creates inner conflict 

and increases pain. Watching or observing your habitual mind programming without 

judgment is the best way to begin a transmutation. Watching these mind dramas 

impartially implies accepting it as part of what is occurring at that moment. 
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Always be aware of your present moment. Focus your attention on the feelings inside you 

and your resistance to them by accepting their existence. Don’t allow any feelings that 

may turn into thoughts, because thinking often becomes judging or analyzing. That’s when 

you lose the present moment. Don’t nurture or create an identity that is stimulated by this 

type of mind drama. Instead, become aware of what is happening within you. Don’t be 

afraid of feeling anything, no matter how intense or painful. Actual feelings usually only 

last for a moment, but continuing to identify with these feelings create ongoing suffering. 

Most importantly, remember to assume the role of the silent watcher and remain an 

observer of everything. As you practice separating yourself from your egocentric mind, 

you will begin to experience feelings of empowerment, freedom of acceptance and 

surrender. 

 

Sometimes becoming open to acceptance can carry negative connotations that imply you 

have given up and failed to rise to your life’s challenges, or that you are weak and 

defeated. If this should occur, always remember that true surrender has none of these 

negative elements. Acceptance and surrender do not mean you must passively endure, 

tolerate or withstand whatever situation in which you may find yourself. Rather than 

viewing life as a punishment, take positive action to form conscious plans for your life. 

 

Surrender is the simple but profound wisdom of yielding to the flow of your life 

instead of opposing its natural path. Remember, you are not giving in to the overall 

situation; you are simply narrowing your attention to the present moment without mentally 

labeling it in any way. Being nonjudgmental produces no resistance and as a result, you 

won’t need to create a negative emotional story to tell yourself. 

 

 

 

 

Acceptance Exercise: 

The following meditation practice will help you let go of resistance and open to 

higher states of harmony, creativity, and joy in the present moment. 

STEPS 

1. Practice meditation using the downloaded SoulTranSync for 3 days. Within that 
time your mind will start to begin getting use to a deep meditation state of mind 
(Theta Brainwave). 

 

Affirmation 
The more I love and appreciate myself, the happier I am becoming 
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2. Once you begin recognizing this state of mind in meditation begin tuning into your 
body and your environment. Listen to the sounds around you, becoming aware of 
the hum of a fan, birds singing outside your window, and the sound of your own 
breath.  

3. Become aware of the sensations in your body – the way your feet feel in your 
shoes, the chair supporting your back, the clothing touching your skin.  

4. Now bring your attention back to the inflow and outflow of air through your nose. 
Continue observing your breath, allowing it to bring you into the present moment. 
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Day 4: SoulTranSync on Flow 

SoulTranSync (STS) teaches that every moment of every day, your life can feel like 

one miracle after another is happening. This is a life of divine flow, where you live 

with less stress and resistance and more passion and success. Best of all, this flow 

requires no struggle or strain to accomplish. 

 

There is already a divine flow in your life that guides you toward the effortless fulfillment of 

your heart's desires. Whether you are conscious of it or not, this flow occurs continuously. 

Your great challenge is learning how to recognize and cooperate with the flow, instead of 

blocking or restricting your experience of this flow. 

 

There are two fundamental decisions that you can make right now to start living your life in 

the divine flow. Both of these decisions are rudimentary, if not simple, but require 

commitment and awareness. 

 

 

The first decision you must make is becoming willing to 

let go of what you “think” you know. In other words, stop 

forcing things to go the way you think they should. Once you 

allow yourself to become completely honest with what you 

think you know, you will discover that most of it is half-truths, 

incomplete data, inaccurate conclusions, rumors, 

assumptions, and outright falsehoods. 

 

Your egocentric mind is always looking for substantiation or a 

way to proclaim your righteousness. You may often feel 

threatened by someone or something that does not align with the positions you adopt. You 

can observe this most profoundly when you consider how you view ethnicity, family, 

religion and politics on an individual or collective basis. Each of these viewpoints boxes 

you into a system of beliefs and behaviors that may obstruct you from the blessing of your 

divine flow. 

 

We are not suggesting that you completely ignore what you consider factual, but to 

consider the possibility that what your mind thinks of as facts may actually be untruths. 

More often than not, these perceived facts should be taken with a giant grain of salt—as 

what you understand to be good information may actually be misinformation. 

 

The second decision for living life in the divine flow requires always paying 

attention! The divine flow constantly guides you toward effortless fulfillment of your 
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desires, but to reap these rewards, you must remain open and receptive to the subtle 

ways the flow attempts to lead you. By paying close attention to your life, you will 

continuously receive direction from your own intuition. Intuition is the most valuable and 

reliable source of guidance and is the spirit of the divine within you. Intuition is also your 

invisible connectedness to the source and all that exists within it. 

 

With a better understanding of the four core principles of SoulTranSync— awareness, 

forgiveness, acceptance and flow—you are now better prepared to understand how STS 

actually works. STS provides the tools that enable you to move effortlessly through these 

fundamental principles as you seek inspiration in your daily life. Using a simple meditation 

technique, STS combines the cleansing power of Ho’oponopono with brainwave 

technology’s performance capabilities to easily and consistently enable you to experience 

states of deep meditation and general well-being. 

 

 

 

 

 

Flow Exercise: 

While you may sometimes find yourself in situations over which you have no apparent 

control, most of your daily struggles are the consequences of previous choices you have 

made. Accepting your contribution to the challenges you face can help you realize 

that you are free to make new choices that lead to better possibilities.  

Affirming new empowered beliefs on accepting responsibility will immediately start to 

change your vibrational attraction and put you in flow. By leaving behind your old stories, 

you align yourself with attracting to you exactly what you desire and you live in 

abundant flow.    

Reprogramming your vibrational alignment to self-empowerment is best done in deep 

meditation. 

 

STEPS 

1. Practice meditation using the downloaded SoulTranSync Mp3 for 3 days. Within 
that time your mind will start to begin getting use to a deep meditation state of mind 
(Theta Brainwave). 

Affirmation 
For this moment, I have everything I need. I am content and at peace. 
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2. Choose two or three of the following affirmations that best resonate with you at that 
moment.  You will be taking them with you into your meditation. It is important that 
you put into memory your affirmation choices before entering your meditation. The 
mind is very resistant to recall in the theta brainwave state. 
 

 “I take 100% responsibility for my life.” 

 “I am responsible for how I show up in life.” 

 “I am not responsible for how others see me or what they think of me.” 

 “I am responsible for all my thought, words, actions and results.” 

 “I allow others to be responsible for their own thoughts, words, actions and 
results.”” 

 “Taking responsibility for my life empowers me.”  

 “I take responsibility for my past, present and future.” 

 “Only good flows to me, through me and all around me.” 
  

3. For any affirmation you choose to meditate on, start the statement with “My new 
belief is that….” 

4. Now surrender into your meditation. Put your attention on your long slow inhale and 
hold for a moment; then your long slow exhale.  As you feel yourself opening to a 
relaxed meditation state, begin to add the affirmations silently to yourself.  The 
silent affirmation is best recited on the inhale.  

5. Once the feeling of spaciousness grows in your awareness, acknowledge it with 
“Thank you.” This silent expression of gratitude will help to grow the spaciousness 
of your awareness.     

6. Now bring your attention back to the inflow and outflow of air through your nose. 
Continue observing your breath, allowing it to bring you into the present moment. 
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Day 5: SoulTranSync on Gratitude 

Gratitude is an important principle of SoulTranSync (STS). The expression of thankfulness 

and appreciation for all that you are, possess and experience is powerful in aligning you 

with increased awareness, your higher self and greatest desires.  

As part of the Ho’oponopono mantra, gratitude helps transform your thoughts and 

perspectives. Your current behaviors and feelings often result from your previous 

experiences and memories. Some are happy and wonderful; others are painful. This 

influences your beliefs and becomes your programming.  Often, your programming may 

limit your opportunity to realize your best intentions. Expressing gratitude clears this 

resistance. It enables you to accept and release anything that may block your highest 

good.  

The power of gratitude is an amazing tool. It may enable you to attract more positive 

experiences and things into your life by acknowledging your thanks for what you desire. It 

may also help you release negative emotions that you may be feeling due to failure, 

setbacks and disappointments. After a negative event, put things in aware perspective by 

remembering that every difficulty carries within it the seeds of an equal or greater benefit. 

 

 

 

 

 

Gratitude Exercise: 

Our lives have moments and events that seem to demonstrate exactly as we desire, 

allowing us to feel the illusion of control. During these times, we are often pleased and 

thankful. We are grateful for our efforts and ingenuity, good fortune and the resulting 

rewards.  

But, there are other times when life poses unanticipated challenges and disappointments. 

At these times, it often becomes more difficult to summon feelings of thanks. 

Gratitude is not an emotion that is just reserved for those moments when you get 

what you want. Things will go wrong. Life will challenge your illusion of control. 

Challenging moments also offer you an opportunity to turn your attention upon yourself. 

Affirmation 
Thank you for all of my life experiences for they reveal either my loving 

empowered self or my resistant self, but both demonstrate my divine 

power. 
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You may even discover the truth of your own nature, and reconcile your “shadows” and 

vulnerability with your higher self.    

STEPS 

When faced with adversity, ask yourself the following questions: 

1. “What’s good about this?” To answer this question honestly from the heart, allow 
your aware Self to challenge your mind’s programmed way of perceiving 
disappointment.  For example, you get a parking ticket. When you ask yourself 
“What’s good about this?” you may first believe there is absolutely nothing good to 
perceive about this problem. But if your mind softens from the judgment of failure, 
frustration or defeat, there may be a blessing to be aware of in this perceived 
misfortune. Perhaps, it causes you to realize the responsibilities associated with 
driving a car (e.g. paying attention to signs and meters), or to recognize how lucky 
you’ve been in not getting tickets regularly. 
 

2. “How can I benefit from this?” Once you are able to open your thinking beyond 
the perceived disappointment, there often are obvious steps you can take to 
remedy the situation. For example, if you don’t drive your car to work you won’t risk 
getting parking tickets. By taking the bus, you save fuel costs and emissions while 
getting exercise by walking the extra two blocks to my office. So the parking ticket 
problem upon reexamination shows you more and even better options than driving.  
 

3. “Is there something about this situation that I can be grateful for?”  Gratitude 
for what may be perceived as a negative situation allows your awareness to 
expand beyond your programmed mind to perceptions that are more loving, 
graceful and empowering; opening up the SPACE in consciousness for 
spontaneity, synchronicity and miracles.   

4. Another great way to bring things that you are grateful for to the forefront of 
your mind is by asking yourself questions.  At the end of each day, ask yourself 
the following four questions: 

a. What touched me today? 

b. Who or what inspired me today? 

c. What made me smile today? 

d. What’s the best thing that happened today? 
 

5. Actively watch for things that others do that are helpful, kind, and considerate. Be 
generous with your “Thank you.” 
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Day 6: SoulTranSync on Relationship 

“Love can make you do right, Love can make you do wrong.” Al Green 

 

Truly loving relationships can offer us inspiration, healing and salvation, aligning us with 

our highest and best self. They heighten our awareness, and we often sense feelings of 

joy, generosity and completeness. Everything is possible! 

 

By contrast when we feel incomplete or lacking, many of us seek relationships to fill the 

void. Often these relationships have just the opposite effect—pulling us out of alignment 

with ourselves and robbing us of our peace. The resulting emotional resistance or 

vulnerability is fertile ground for codependency.  

 

Codependency is the excessive emotional or psychological reliance on a partner, love one 

or friend.  The emotions that are triggered in codependency can be painful, confusing and 

overwhelming. If we pursue the goal of happiness through codependent relationships, we 

are often disillusioned again and again. Although our minds may call these excessive 

emotions loving—they are not the nature of love, only the stories of love. Love is eternal 

and everlasting. 

 

Experiencing true love starts with focusing on our relationship with ourselves. Any 

judgment or feelings we have towards others may actually reveal more about our 

unconscious beliefs about ourselves than them. By turning our attention back to our own 

thoughts and feelings, we start to become aware that the SELF is not only the most 

important relationship that exists in the world, but the ONLY relationship that matters. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

Affirmation 

 
I see myself and all of my relationships through divine eyes, and only love and 

light exists there. 
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Relationship Exercise: Relating to Your Feelings and Others 

PART 1 

The first part of this exercise requires you to pay attention to your interactions with others.  

1. When you are interacting with others, take a moment and ask yourself why are you 
saying the things you’re saying. What point are you conveying? Why? 

2. This is a feeling moment. Allow yourself to be vulnerable and open to really see 
what’s going on.  

3. Notice whether you are defending, rationalizing, justifying, apologizing or trying to 
convince others of the validity of your experience. Or are you being loving, 
compassionate and empathetic? 
 

It is important to know that your experience is perfect in itself and needs no justification.  It 

is occurring exactly as it is supposed to. Justifying your experience is an attempt to control 

the perceptions of other people, which is never your business. 

When you notice yourself doing any of these codependent behaviors remember to repeat 

to yourself “Please forgive me” and “Thank you” in gratitude for the awareness.   

 

PART 2 

The second part of this mindfulness exercise will slow your mind down, pull you out of 

your thinking, and allow you to get in touch with the tenderness of your own heart. 

1. Set a timer to go off every 60 minutes on your watch or mobile phone. 

2. When the timer goes off, stop whatever you’re doing. 

3. Take a deep breath. 

4. Ask yourself, “How am I feeling right now?” 

Pay attention to your feelings for a minute or two. There are no right or wrong feelings. 

Remember to repeat to yourself “Please forgive me” and “Thank you” in gratitude for the 

awareness of your feelings.  
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Day 7: Self-Love 

What is Self-Love? 

Obviously, it’s the love we have for ourselves. But on a deeper level, loving ourselves 

gives us the self-trust and comfort needed to move through limits. Can you imagine a 

world where you skinned your knee as a kid and your mom or dad gave you no 

sympathy? No loving hugs or clean Band-Aids? I think about what that might feel like and I 

shiver inside: I can’t imagine feeling vulnerable and scared or angry, and receiving no 

warmth back. Self-love is the internal love and acceptance that can feed warmth to 

ourselves. That warmth and acceptance goes far beyond parental acceptance and 

childish Band-Aids. Self-love can direct your life. 

 

 I Love You 

One of the key phrases we speak to ourselves in Ho’oponopono is I Love You. We’re part 

of a verbal contract with ourselves, turning the love inward. Internal love and acceptance 

must truly come from within, but how often do we externalize it? Think about it. How often 

do you, in your daily life, externalize feelings of self-worth? I remember worrying about if a 

co-worker liked me when he snapped at me one day and before I knew it, I had him 

carrying the whole responsibility for my own self-worth. Perhaps he was just having a bad 

day. Perhaps this had nothing to do with me. And as it turned out, he told me later that he 

wasn’t feeling well. But I learned that day to put my responsibility of self-love only on 

myself. It wasn’t his responsibility. It was mine. 

 

Self-Love Tips 

In Ho’oponopono meditation, speaking the words I Love You (along with the other three 

sayings: Please Forgive Me, I’m Sorry, and Thank You) kicks up our vibrational reality. 

Once we apply these words to our unique self, the world can change…if we let it.  

 

 

  
Affirmation 

I love my true self and accept myself exactly as I am. 
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Self-Love Exercises 

Your mind can be a powerful and effective tool when used to point you to the Truth 

of Your Own Nature. This practice is called Self-Inquiry.  

Mindful practices attempt to turn your attention inwards—away from the outward issues 

and things that usually occupy your thoughts and time. They are designed to shift your 

focus from the world of Form to the world of Being. Self-inquiry is one technique for doing 

that. In Self-Inquiry, you simply ask, “Who am I?”, “What am I?” or “Who is having 

this experience?” 

When you look to see who is having this experience, you don’t find anyone. There’s 

nothing there. The Experiencer can’t be experienced, just as the eye can’t see itself. You 

don’t find anything, nothing you can touch or see or hear. You begin to realize that you are 

something greater than your mind or body.  

STEPS 

1. Practice meditation using the downloaded SoulTranSync Mp3 for 3 days. 
Within that time you will start to experience a deep meditation state of mind 
(Theta Brainwave).  

2. Once you begin recognizing this meditation state, propose this question in 
silence to yourself “Who is aware?”   

3. Ask your mind this question with each inhale of breath for five to eight 
breathing rounds. Don’t count rounds, just be aware of your breath.  

4. After about eight rounds of breaths, take a moment and allow yourself to be 
aware of your heart space.  

5. Continue to take long slow inhales and long slow exhales. 

6. By this time your mind should be settling and quieting. Now ask yourself 
again on inhale “Who is aware?”   

7. Now on your exhale silently say to yourself “I AM.”  

8. Repeat these rounds of breathing, the question and answer for as long as 
you choose. 

 

9. Start to become aware of the feeling that the answer of “I AM” generates in 
your body and mind.  

10. With practice you will begin to feel the spaciousness of the answer to the 
question “Who is aware?” 

11. Once the feeling of spaciousness grows in your awareness, acknowledge it 
with “Thank you.” This silent expression of gratitude will help to grow the 
spaciousness of your awareness.     
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Congratulations! Your Transformation Has Begun… 

 

It’s been 7 days since you downloaded our SoulTranSync 7 Minutes for 7 Days course. If 

you did the daily meditations and exercises, we know that you are on your way to a better 

life. You are ready to relax and focus on creating an inspired life filled with joy and 

success! We want to thank you for taking the journey and sharing your time with us.   
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SOULTRANSYNC SELF-EMPOWERMENT SERIES 

A Guided Meditation for Greater Peace, Serenity and Balance in Life 

UNLOCK YOUR PURPOSE, 

PASSION, AND ABUNDANCE 

You already committed to creating limitless 

perspective and a better life for a week in only a 

few minutes a day. Now you have the opportunity 

to enhance your experience for a lifetime. 

We truly believe that the effort we have put into 

SoulTranSync makes it one of the most effective 

meditation audios available. 

SoulTranSync Self-Empowerment guided 

meditations are designed to take you on a deeper 

personal inward journey--one aimed at discovering your unique potential and your limitless 

self. Many of our practitioners have experienced the following benefits: 

 More clarity, focus and an acute sense of perspective 

 Enhanced creativity, positive energy and inspiration 

 Meaningful and insightful personal growth 

 Improved attraction to prosperity and success 

 Greater peace, serenity and balance 

 Increased energy and an abundant flow of well-being 
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WE INVITE YOU TO EXPERIENCE SOULTRANSYNC  

SELF-EMPOWERMENT SERIES 

SoulTranSync Self-Empowerment Series is:  

1. An advanced brainwave technology designed to stop you from standing on the 

edge of your potential, and to start you on the road of achieving more of what 

you’re really capable of. 

 

2. The easiest way to reach the deepest levels of meditation, obtain greater clarity 

and insight, enter higher states of awareness, and reduce stress and anxiety. 

 

3. Powerful meditation techniques and guide designed to help you overcome the 

hidden unconscious fears that keep you from achieving financial success and 

fulfilling your life’s dreams 

 

SoulTranSync Self-Empowerment Series offers you a simple and practical approach to 

finding your inner path to joy, prosperity and peace. SoulTranSync series of meditations 

and practices are designed to empower, refresh, relax and inspire you.  

 

THE TESTIMONIALS FOR SOULTRANSYNC MEDITATION AUDIOS KEEP POURING 

IN! HERE’S WHAT MANY OF OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE SHARED WITH US: 

~~~~~~ 

"SoulTranSync is beautiful. I have been practicing Ho’oponopono for 6 years and haven’t 

found anything that is as clearly understood and complete as SoulTranSync. I purchased 

the entire suite of audio downloads and am falling in love with all of them. Your main track 

deepened my cleaning practice and has taken me to a new level of meditation. Each time I 

meditate I feel like I have been opened up and rejuvenated. I have never felt so nurtured 

and supported during mediation. Also your SoulTranSync eBook is a perfect guide for 

understanding this mysterious practice. Thank you, thank you, and thank you." 

Barbara, Englewood, CA, USA 

~~~~~~ 
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"The SoulTranSync meditations have been transformational for me. Understanding the 

practice of Ho’oponopono and taking 100% responsibility for everything in my life is both 

inspiring and mind bending." 

Lee Anthony Coe, President Life Navigation Inc. 

"Wow!!! I now get it. This is more than just another meditation product. SoulTranSync 

products do help enhance meditation, but they offer much more. This is a practice that has 

helped me get in-touch with my higher self. It’s taught me to trust my instinct more and get 

out of my head so much. I use Ho’oponopono all the time now." 

Brandon, Beloit, WI, USA 

~~~~~~ 

"SoulTranSync meditation is an extraordinary way to create an extraordinary life. The 

techniques used are innovative, empowering and highly effective! I recommend these 

products to anyone who wants authentic healing and freedom. Thank You SoulTranSync 

for creating this life changing process!" 

Toni Beard, Fort Lauderdale, FL 

~~~~~~ 

"Thank you so much for the SoulTranSync series! I have been looking for a really great 

meditation and focusing tool that I could regularly use to help me feel more confident and 

comfortable in myself. The Ho’oponopono affirmation really does that-- and the music and 

sound is fantastic. Thanks!" 

Lydia, Arizona, USA 

 

To Learn More Visit Our Website 

 
SoulTranSync Self-Empowerment Series 

http://www.soultransyncmeditation.com/ 
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